Thermal fatigue and pressurized thermal shock phenomena are the main problems for the reactor pressure vessel and the T-junctions both of them depend on the mix-
Introduction
The mixing process is important for many accidents that may take place during reactor operation such as reactivity insertion, overcooling transients, thermal stress (TS), and pressurized thermal shock (PTS). Mixing process is of relevance even for normal reactor operation, e. g. for determination of the coolant temperature distribution at the core inlet in the case of partially switched off main circulation pumps [1] . When two streams with a strong temperature difference mix (such as in the residual heat removal cycle of a reactor), a strong density gradient also exists. Understanding how density interfaces affect the mixing of coolant streams is integral to predict areas susceptible to thermal fatique (TF) [2] . The fatigue arises from oscillating stresses in the wall that are coupled with the expansion and compression of the material due to oscillating temperatures. When two fluid streams of significantly different temperatures mix before reaching homogeneity, they can expose a section of pipe wall to periodic fluctuations of temperature and potentially facilitate fatigue cracking. Since the oscillating temperature leads also to PTS, the knowledge of transient temperature distribution in the down-comer (DC) is necessary to predict thermal gradients in the structural components of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) wall [2, 3] .
The two major problems that limit nuclear reactors lifetime are the phenomenon of TF and PTS. The TF being defined as a state (failure) caused by TS. The severity of the failure depends on the shape of the components, the fluid mixing mechanism and the temperature distribution. It is an important phenomenon in nuclear power plants (NPP) management considerations and safety assessment. After many TF events that have recently occurred in various NPP, the focus of thermal striping studies included both fast breeder reactors (FBR) and light water reactors [4] [5] [6] . Good examples of TF events in NPP are those of the French FBR in 1992 and PWR in 1998, the Japanese PWR in 1999 and in 2003 [3, 4, 6] . As the RPV, is overcooled by a rapid cooling (i. e. thermal shock), there is a drop in the pressure of the primary coolant loop. This rapid decrease in the pressure of the primary coolant causes the high pressure injection pumps in the emergency core cooling (ECC) system to automatically inject coolant into the primary loop. As the injection of coolant repressurizes the RPV, the vessel is subjected to pressure stresses. The stresses exerted on RPV by overcooling and repressurization causes PTS. The PTS phenomenon could be limited by improving the mixing process quality in the system [7] . As it is presented by IAEA, the non-uniform temperature and velocity fields in the reactor DC also can influence overall system behavior (especially circulation rates in individual loops). Because even in case of a uniform temperature field significant flow rate differences might occur in DC therefore the mixing process will be affected, the 2-D modeling of the reactor DC for the system thermal hydraulic analyses is recommended by IAEA [8] .
The high cycle turbulence (mixing) effects are not appropriately detectable by common thermocouple instrumentation thus we need to find another suitable tool to detect them. Because of the lack of thermocouples, many researchers investigated TF and PTS phenomenon and the related factors numerically and/or experimentally, based on the fluid mixing phenomena in the T-junction and its effects on the mixing mechanism in complex system in power plant [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . High techniques such as PIV technique associated with the thermocouples network were also used in this field [5, [16] [17] [18] [19] .
This paper presents the investigation work on the flow field and the temperature distribution near the DC cold-leg inlets and at the ECC (emergency core cooling system). The measurements and calculations have been performed on plexi-glass mock-up in various positions T-junction have been measured, illustrated, and quantified by experimental and numerical approaches on the test model (the half of DC is modelled by a rectangular tank, fig. 1 ) using particle image velocimetry (PIV), planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF), and CFD. The T-junction was selected because it is a common component in the cooling systems of most NPP that has a high exposure of TF. In order to investigate the influence of elbow configuration on the mixing process, the flow behavior in two main pipes were tested but only the results related to the main pipe with elbow configuration are presented here because of the limited space. The comparison has been done between the results obtained by PIV, PLIF, and CFD. The expected outcome of this work is that, guide-lines will be developed from the obtained results to provide a validated basis for future CFD calculations of pipe systems in NPP.
Facility and experimental part
In order to use the symmetry in the used model, the DC is turned into a plane sheet as in the photo in fig. 1 . One half of DC is modelled by a rectangular tank. Three pipes connected to the tank are modelling the cold-legs. There is a smaller pipe joining to one of these pipes. This smaller pipe is modelling the ECC inlet mimicking the VVER-440 reactor's geometry. The whole model is built of plexi-glass so it is optically measurable. The photo and geometry of test section are presented in figs. 1 and 2, respectively. fig. 2 , the reason for focusing on the area of the T-junction at the ECC (on the cold leg, on the T-junction at the cold leg and the DC) is that the mixing processes at these positions have a large effect on TF. The temperature differences at T-junction have been measured, illustrated, and quantified by experimental and numerical approach on Tee-test model in various positions, fig. 2 , and configurations using PLIF and CFD. The CFD calculations were performed using the Fluent code to simulate the turbulent fluid behavior, in particular, to determine the velocity field and temperature distribution in the fluid at the same interrogation areas as that in the experimental work. The generation of the geometry model was done based the best practice guidelines (BPG). In order to obtain high accuracy of solutions using the suggestions of BPG for the use of CFD in a nuclear reactor safety applications we developed a structured mesh of hexahedral elements consisting 4 milion nods, with special care for meshing around ECC line/cold leg and cold legs/DC connections. Based on the Reynolds numbers and the preliminary calculations we applied k-ω SST turbulence model with second order discretization scheme which is able to describe high Reynolds number flows. Near the walls we used the Enhanced wall function. The pressure at the bottom of the DC model was the outlet boundary condition and uniform velocity profiles were assumed as inlets of the four pipes (three cold legs and one branch pipe). These profiles were calculated from the measured flow rates. Close attention was paid to the completeness of the geometry: all important local geometrical features were included in the model.
However, not all recommendations of the BPG could be considered for grid quality because of geometry complexity. The grid angle below 20° and over 160° was avoided. The non-dimensional wall distance y + was calculated and tested in order to be in the limit which is presented by BPG. The PIV and LIF procedures are presented in previous work [20] . For the different cross-sections different measurement arrangements are necessary. Figure 3 shows the set-up of the tools (camera and the laser) to perform the measurements at S4, S8, and S12 cross-sections, respectively. In order to avoid the reputation only the results of these three cross-sections are presented. The results are qualitatively interpreted and visualized and no overall uncertainty analysis was made. However, the error range of the velocity magnitudes can be well approximated by measuring the flow rate at a well-known cross-section of the loop. In this way the averages of the measured velocities could be compared. The relative uncertainty maximum proved to be about 5%. This can be assigned to the limitations of measuring the 2-D projection of the particle velocities in the flow field. In case of LIF measurements the accuracy basically depends on the quality of calibration process. The calibration was made and the accuracy of the thermometers at the inlet and the outlet of the test rig were used as a reference which is ±0.15 o C of full scale. The maximum resolution of the temperature obtained by LIF is 0.23 o C as the intensity of a pixel can change between 1 to 255 (8 bit). Repetition has been done for calibration process and measurements in order to minimize the influence of test rig vibration on the results. More information about the PIV errors and LIF calibration is presented in previous work [20] .
Results and discussion

Velocity distribution -PIV measurements and CFD calculations
The flow visualization test in the T-junction using PIV technique was carried out with parameters related to flow rate ratio (FRR) between two pipes (branch and main pipe, q and Q, respectively, as in tab. 2). As it was mentioned earlier, it is difficult to fully understand the mixing mechanism of the fluid through the mere visualization of the entire flow field, therefore a small region around the T-junction was selected to measure close-up flow-field data (PIV, PLIF, and CFD have been made on the same region). This visualization displays origins of the average velocity in the T-junction area. Figures 4(a) -4(c) shows the average flow pattern (average velocity vector map) in the T-junction which is characterized by the jet behavior exiting from the branch pipe. The used working conditions are A, C, and D, tab. 2. The jet was bent in the direction of the main flow of the main pipe (effect of high upstream flow velocity of the main pipe). Increasing the flow rate of the main pipe, the bend of the jet increases i. e. jet penetration decreases. The jet penetration depends also on the flow rate of the branch pipe itself [5, 17] . But in general the expected forms of the jet depend on the FRR between both pipes (FRR = (q/Q)×100%).
This could be classified into four patterns: (1) wall jet (low FRR, not presented here), (2) re-attached jet, (3) deflecting jet (FRR as given in tab. 2), and (4) impinging jet obtained by the increasing flow in the branch pipe, thus depending on the momentum/velocity ratio of the entering flows from branch and main pipe, the turbulent mixing patterns can be classified and defined clearly. The existing elbow after the T-junction (branch pipe) and before the DC entrance (T-junction at the DC) enhances the mixing process [5, 16, 19] . Three parameters are used to investigate the structure of the jet and mechanisms: average velocity distribution in x-and in z-direction plus average velocity. The average velocity distribution contains information about the average structure of the jet, while the average velocity displays the area with the highest variation in the jet structure which is not presented here but it could be deduced and understood from velocity vector maps in figs. 4(a)-4(c). For each condition around 1000 frames were used to evaluate the mixing flow mechanism and the average velocity. This is the reason why one can not see any kind of vortices on the velocity vector map (the average is presented). The influence of the flow rate of the branch pipe on the mixing process can be understood from the comparison between the results obtained with condition (C) and that with condition (D). increase of the jet flow rate. Figures 5-8 show the comparison between the velocity profiles in x-and z-direction extracted from PIV and CFD results at certain cross-sections. The comparison shows good qualitative agreements while quantitatively it is not good for velocity in z-direction (V Z ), figs. 5 and 6. In figs. 7 and 8 we can see that the maximum velocity is recorded at the center because the profile is in the center of ECC pipe where the maximum velocity position should be (flow from ECC pipe). The velocity distribution along the chosen profile in interrogation area under T-junction between two pipes (ECC and cold leg) and that under the junction between the main pipe (cold leg) and the pressure vessel is qualitatively well predicted in the CFD calculations. Figures 9(a)-9(c) shows the average velocity vector map obtained by PIV measurements at cross-section S4 in the T-junction at DC entrance under three different working conditions (A, B, and C, respectively). From figs. 9(a) and 9(b) we can deduce the influence of branch pipe flow rate on the velocity distribution at DC inlet. A maximum velocity appears at azimuthal position in the inlet of RPV. The analysis of the two vector maps, figs. 9(a) and 9(b), reveals that the ratio between the two flow rates has significant influence on the velocity distribution i. e. on the mixing process. The highest velocity is recorded on the left side as it appears in both figs. 8(a) and 8(b), this asymmetrical distribution is a result of the elbow configuration in the main pipe, fig. 2 . The asymmetricity is a consequence of the interaction between the flow from the main pipe and that from the branch pipe in addition when water, passes through a pipe elbow, the bend will cause the fluid particles to change their main direction of motion. There will be an adverse pressure gradient generated from the curvature with an 
S12_Vx at x = -335 mm S12_Vz at x = -335 mm increase in pressure, therefore a decrease in velocity close to the convex wall, and the contrary will occur towards the outer side of the pipe. The interaction between centrifugal and viscous forces creates a strong secondary flow in the plane normal to the pipe axis. This secondary flow consists of two counter-rotating vortices, one in either half of the pipe cross-section. They flows of opposite sign the resultant path lines followed by the fluid particles are helical, fig. 10 , [21, 22] . Generally, in figs. 9(a)-9(c) the average velocity is higher in the T-connection in the lower arc of the main pipe (fluid shedding area) and in the border under the arc. This also related to the elbow configuration in plus the gravity force (accelerates the flow).
The bend in the cold leg pipe far from the RPV inlet nozzle causes an asymmetric velocity profile at the RPV inlet, it means that a part of the fluid remains almost unmixed. Therefore the temperature distribution will have inhomogeneous character at that area.
The flow in the cold leg with that from the ECC injection nozzle create the flow stratification in the cold leg which influences mixing process in DC. Since the density of liquid is constant, the momentum is playing the essential role in the mixing process in all sections. The momentum ratio between the main and branch pipe can be varied by the two parameters, velocity ratio and branch pipe diameter according to eq. (1) [23] .
(1)
S12_Vx at z = -10 mm These two parameters (velocity ratio and branch pipe diameter) provide different mechanisms for the mixing phenomena and we used the flow rate instead of these two parameters. The effects of FRR (i. e. velocity ratio) are evaluated to study the mixing mechanism. Figures 11 and 12 show the velocity ratio effects on the average velocity distribution in the interrogation area. The increasing of the branch velocity leads to an increasing of the average velocity at RPV, fig. 9 . This result proofs that the effect of branch pipe diameter on the momentum ratio is the most important parameter for improving the operating conditions of the mixing mechanism [5] . The comparison between figs. 9(b) and 9(c) shows the influence of the main pipe flow rate. The FRR for condition B, fig. 9(b) , was FRR = (q/Q)×100% = 25.4% while for condition C, fig. 9(c) , it was FRR = 50%. In general, the coolant flow in the junction area between the cold leg and the DC appeared to be non-uniform with a low velocity region below the cold-leg inlet nozzle. The downward velocity profile developed into a non-uniform shape as it flows downstream in DC, this non-uniform temperature and velocity fields in the reactor DC can influence overall system behavior (especially circulation rates in individual loops) [8] . The comparison reveals that the increase in FRR is enhancing the mixing process, figs. 9(b) and 9(c). The velocity distributions are more homogeneous in fig. 9 (c) than in fig. 9(a) and 9(b) . The minimum and maximum velocity recorded in case C is 0.033 and 0.1, respectively, while for case A the velocity was 0.033 and 0.33 m/s and for case B the velocity was 0.033 and 0.16 m/s. From these results, one can say that there is an optimum FRR which can lead to get high mixing rate leading to optimum (desirable) velocity distribution in the system. In other words, the design of such cooling system should take into consideration of the mixing process. Figures 11 and  12 , show the velocity profiles of V y and V z obtained by PIV measurement results and calculated using CFD. The agreements are clear between these results. The existence of deviation in some points can be acceptable because the flow is complex and normally there is an error which could originate from both techniques (PIV and CFD). This deviation needs further investigation. As mentioned in the publications, the discrepancies could be due to the integrated effects of many complex flow phenomena such as wake-wake, wake-vane, and vane-boundary layer interactions occurring simultaneously in complex flow environment as we have here [24, 25] . In addition, the deviations between PIV and CFD results appearing in the figures are results of the wall friction (the pipe roughness is an important factor to this phenomenon) and of the distortion phenomenon: when the illuminated particles are observed through a medium that is optically inhomogeneous due to flow compressibility, the resulting particle image pattern is subjected to deformation and blur. The wall curvature has also influence (cold leg). Also the PIV results could be affected when there are two parallel walls as in case of DC (the model which is used here is a narrow sandwich with 24 mm thickness). Another reason of appearing the deviations is the difficulty to define or determine exactly where is the position of interrogation area in PIV measurements which is needed for CFD calculations. It has big effects on the results especially in the turbulent flow area (example S8), another technical problem is that the characteristic of the laser sheet used is not completely uniform (it has serpentine lines). Assessing the accuracy of the PIV measured data using empirical and theoretical correlations, needs further study. The repetition of both the calibration process and the measurements (average should be used) were necessary in this work to get results with high accuracy. Figures 13(a)-13(c) show the results obtained by PIV measurements at S8 under the conditions A, B, and C, respectively. The influence of the flow rate of both pipes and FRR on the velocity distribution could be understood by comparing the velocity vector maps in figs. 13(a)-13(c). The average map of the velocity distribution of the three cases presented in fig. 13 could be a consequence of that in fig. 9 . The difference between the maximum velocity recorded at S8, fig. 13 , and that which is recorded at S4, fig. 9 , could be related to the gravity force which speeds up the fluid at section S4. Quantitative comparison between the PIV and CFD results shows a good agreement, see figs. 14, and 15.
Temperature distribution, LIF measurements and CFD calculations
The temperature differences at Tees have been measured using PLIF, illustrated and quantified by experimental approaches on Tee-test models in various positions and configurations, CFD calculations were made under the same conditions. The results presented here are the averages of a few hundred measurements (frames) for each working condition and CFD output. Thus the expected errors are practically eliminated. The measurements and calculations have been made based on conditions given in tab. 2. Figures 16 and 17 show the PLIF and 
is the most useful parameter for classifying the fluid mixing mechanism, which includes both the velocity and pipe diameter characteristics of the main and branch pipes. In addition, the effects of flow rate (velocity when diameter is kept constant) on the fluid mixing mechanism have shown and explained the behavior of turbulent jets. Considering the geometry, the elbow configuration has effect on the interaction between the jet and the main flow. The significant effect of elbow appears clearly in the velocity and temperature distribution and profiles measured after the elbow [5, 16, 19] .
Conclusions
A water experiment using a VVER-440 DC which is modelled by a rectangular tank and a simple T-pipe junction with downstream elbow in the main pipe was carried out to investigate thermal striping phenomena. The PIV, LIF, and CFD techniques were used. The results showed that the flow pattern in DC cold leg T-junction was characterized by the branch pipe jet which acts as a turbulent jet in the connecting main pipe. Various types of jets could appear, depending on the FRR when the pipe's geometries were kept constant. The FRR between the main and the branch pipe were selected to study the mixing flow process before the entrance of the DC in order to minimize the TF risk. Increasing the FRR from 25.4% to 50% enhances dramatically the mixing process. In general, the findings are that, the FRR is an important parameter influencing the mixing phenomenon. The elbow configuration in the main pipe has significant influence on the mixing phenomenon (on velocity and temperature distribution). The comparison between PLIF and CFD results shows a good agreement (qualitatively and quantitatively), the maximum and minimum temperature values are identical. A significant difference can be observed between CFD and PIV results while between CFD and LIF results are more identical. A further CFD work is needed to obtain good results. The PIV and LIF could be good providers for CFD validation. Since these measurements and calculations are carried out under isothermal conditions therefore the obtained results can not draw general conclusion for a real power plants but it can led to understand the mixing process mechanism. The variation of densities between main, branch pipe and DC the gravitational effects could also play a role (gravity force effect) on the mixing process which is not investigated in this work. 
